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ABSTRACT

The uncertainty in the gain of voltage controlled crystal oscillators (VCXOs) used in the
implementation of certain analog phase-locked loops (PLLs) suggests some form of
automatic tuning algorithm, both for pretuning and during operation. This paper proposes
an adaptive PLL (APLL) algorithm to fill this need for PLLs used in the recovery of tones
in noise. This algorithm makes use of a resonant error algorithm to remove the effects of
VCXO noise, measurement noise, and parasitic poles. Both classical convergence
theorems and robustness theorems that indicate the functionality of the proposed algorithm
are given. Finally, the implementation of this algorithm is considered.

INTRODUCTION

The need for adaptive phase-locked loops (APLLs) under certain circumstances has been
noted for some time in the extensive literature on the analysis and design of PLLs. For
example, PLLs which have large bandwidths during acquisition and small bandwidths
while in lock have been used to meet specifications unattainable with fixed parameter
PLLs [1].

Another problem which suggests adaptation is the problem of uncertainty in PLL response
due to the use of analog voltage controlled crystal oscillators (VCXOs) whose gain (K )vco

can vary statically due to component variation, or dynamically with changing input center
frequency, quiescent frequency T , temperature, or age [2]. Such unexpected changes inq

K  adversely affect digital communication systems and Doppler tracking systems (i.e.vco

global positioning system receivers) because of the high sensitivity of slip rate to loop gain
variations [3].



Standard methods of eliminating VCO gain variations involve the use of hand tuning,
constant temperature ovens, and nonlinear networks to linearize the VCO gain [2]. These
solutions represent “open loop” solutions to the VCO gain uncertainty problem since the
effect of the gain correction is never actually observed to assure that the technique is
working properly. The purpose of this paper is to propose a “closed loop” method of
compensating for VCO gain variations in PLLs used to recover tones buried in noise.

In order to achieve this goal we proceed as follows. After some review of basic PLL and
adaptive control concepts in Section II, Section III motivates the design philosophy
underlying the proposed APLL.

This is followed in Section IV by a qualitative algorithm description. Subsequently some
analytical results verifying the functionality of the algorithm are given in section V. In
particular results are cited concerning the error convergence and robustness of the APLL.
Section VI concludes this paper by showing the ease with which this algorithm could be
implemented.

BASIC CONCEPTS

In this paper a PLL refers to the classical analog PLL designed using a mixer for a phase
detector shown in block diagram form in Figure 2-1. Such PLLs are commonly used for
the recovery of a phase modulated tone, sin(T t+u(t)), buried in noise, N(t), in applicationsq

such as carrier and clock recovery in communication s stems [3].

Figure 2-1: The Analog Phase-Locked Loop

In many cases the analysis of the PLL uses the baseband model which relates the input
phase modulation u directly to the output phase modulation y. This paper makes use of the
baseband model, keeping in mind that it is the sinusoidal signals ũ and ỹ which are actually
observed when experimentally viewing the PLL, and u and y are not directly observable.



An adaptive PLL (APLL) is a PLL with a compensating gain adjustment (k ) between thep

loop filter and the VCO along with some method of selecting k  so that the loop gain of thep

PLL remains constant. A common viewpoint from which to derive and analyze such an
algorithm is model reference adaptive control (MRAC) theory, which is based on the idea
of comparing the output of a simulated desired model with that of the actual system, and
using this error along with the input that caused it, to adjust the compensating gain (see
Figure 2-2). Such methods have achieved some degree of success , but such success has
mainly been with linear control systems [4]. Adaptive control systems are normally
subjected to two types of analytical tests, classical and robustness. Classical analysis
provides strong convergence results used to confirm basic algorithm operation. However,
when designing the adaptive algorithm, it is customary to use a simplified model for the
control system, leaving out such real world disturbances (called “unmodeled
disturbances”) as plant noise, measurement noise, and parasitic poles. As a result,
robustness analysis, which allows the designer to check the influence of such unmodeled
disturbances, must be applied to assure the adaptive algorithm will work in the real world.

Figure 2-2: The MRAC Methodology

APLL DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Although the APLL structure is strongly influenced by the MRAC methodology, the APLL
algorithm suggested is unique in that it uses a “teacher” model as a reference model rather
than an independent PLL simulation with the desired loop gain (henceforth called the
“desired PLL” or DPLL). Unlike the reference model of classical MRAC structures, the
teacher model (TM) output depends on the behavior of the actual PLL due to the input (u)
rather than the input itself. The reason the TM is used as a reference model is two fold.
First, PLLs are often implemented at extremely high frequencies (ie. GHz), making



simulation of the desired model unfeasible and expensive (indeed at frequencies where
such simulation is feasible, it often replaces the analog PLL, and is called a digital PLL).
Since the baseband model captures the PLL operation and has a much lower bandwidth, if
u were available it would be nice to simulate it instead. By relaxing the reference model
from the DPLL to the TM such a baseband simulation is allowed. Secondly, because of the
inherent sin(@) nonlinearity in the baseband analog PLL model, such deviation from DPLL
behavior is helpful, since the DPLL and the actual PLL can behave vastly different in
certain regions of the state space. For example, the actual PLL might “slip” (transition
between two stable equilibria), while the DPLL remains in lock. Such “relative slips”
make the error between the DPLL and the actual PLL difficult to use for adaptation
purposes.

Although it is good for the TM to act different than the DPLL in special circumstances, in
keeping with the MRAC principle of adaptation toward a model with the desired behavior,
the TM must be constructed so that under ordinary circumstances (i.e. lock is maintained)
the TM behaves like the DPLL. In this respect its actions should be analogous to a good
teacher who, although he/she knows the material well and normally follows it precisely,
also knows the limitations of the students well enough to “bend” the truth somewhat so the
students will become totally lost. For example, in the case of relative slipping noted above,
the TM should try to behave like the DPLL and remain in lock. However, seeing that the
actual PLL has lost lock, the TM should go ahead and track the actual PLL output to the
new phase equilibrium (albeit somewhat reluctantly), and then begin behaving like the
DPLL again, modulo an error close to a multiple of 2B.

APLL DESCRIPTION

This section describes the details of an APLL which was designed according to the
guidelines given in the previous section. Figure 4-1 shows the baseband model of such an
algorithm.

This block diagram is best understood by comparing it with the traditional MRAC model
in Figure 2-2, and explaining the reasons for the modifications. If viewed properly, there is
a distinct similarity between these two structures. In particular, if the actual PLL in
combination with the teacher model extension in Figure 4-1 is viewed as a reference model
(called the TM in the previous section), then both models compare the output of the actual
system with a reference model and use the measured error to adapt the actual system
parameters toward those of the reference model. In addition, the structure of the TM
reveals that it acts similar to the DPLL, which would normally be used in the MRAC
methodology, because its overall gain from the phase detector to the output, K K ,des N2

equals the overall gain of the DPLL in cascade with a measurement system of gain K .N2



Figure 4-1: Baseband APLL Algorithm

Closer inspection, however, reveals many differences between the APLL structure and that
of the generic MRAC system of Figure 2-2. To begin with the measurement system in the
APLL is a frequency to voltage converter (FVC) which measures the instantaneous
frequency rather than the output phase modulation y. However, the difference between the
FVC and the TM outputs is passed through an integrator before it is called the error,
artificially producing the phase error predicted by the MRAC model. By measuring
instantaneous frequency rather than phase, the APLL avoids the saturation problems which
would inevitably occur when measuring (or simulating) phase signals.

In addition to this, the feedback of the error into the TM and the actual PLL outputs via KT

and (  is found in Figure 4-1 but not in Figure 2-2. These feedback terms are vital to both2

the elementary operation of the APLL and its robustness. The contributions to the basic
operation (the convergence of the error to 0) are that K  assures that the teacher model andT



the actual model will never slip with respect to each other and (  serves the equally2

important function of removing any DC bias in the instantaneous frequency measurement
caused by using an estimate ä  of the quiescent frequency in the FVC rather than Tq          q

The contribution of these terms to the APLL robustness is as follows. In order for the
APLL to be useful, it must work in “real world” situations, where both unmodeled low
frequency VCO phase noise and high frequency parasitic poles exist. With this in mind, a
robust algorithm should remain uninfluenced by both the low and high frequencies, leaving
the middle frequencies to control the adaptation. This is exactly the influence adding KT

and (  has on e and hence the adaptation mechanism, since e is the output of a resonant2

error system, as revealed by redrawing this system as a standard second order feedback
system. The parameters K  and (  can now be selected according to the worst anticipatedT  2

VCO noise and parasitic pole locations, since the frequency band which influences
adaptation is located around the resonant frequency,          and its size is determined by the
damping ratio                     .

Figure 4-2: The Resonant Error System

For instance, if          is chosen above the VCO phase noise frequencies but below the
influence of the parasitic poles, and K  is chosen so that the resonant circuit is veryT

selective, then only the input phase noise at the mid frequencies will affect the adaptation.
Here we make use of the assumption that the purpose for which the PLL will be used is for
tone recovery, in which case the spectrum of the input noise will always extend past that of
the VCO noise (if it doesn’t, using the PLL will certainly not result in a cleaner tone).

(  is the only parameter that remains to be chosen in the adaptation portion of Figure 4-1.1

This is called the adaptation gain and should be selected according to the expected rate of
VCO gain variation. Since this system was designed with adaptation in mind, however, the
adaptive tuning is assured of working only if the outer adaptation loop is significantly
“slower” than the inner actual PLL.



APLL ANALYSIS

In this section we state results showing that the APLL algorithm described in the previous
section works, and that the algorithm will work in the real world. In adaptive control
theory parlance this translates into giving global error convergence results in a perfect
environment, and local parameter convergence results in an environment with unmodeled
noises and parasitic poles.

First the result that confirms the elementary operation of the APLL is given.
Theorem 5-1:     Consider the first order version of the APLL in Figure 4-1, whose
mathematical description is

dy(t)/dt = K k (t)K sin(u(t) - y(t)) (5-1)N1 p vco

de(t)/dt = (K k (t)K K  - K K )sin(u(t) - y(t))N1 p vco N2  des N2

+K (T  - ä ) - b(t) - K e(t) (5-2)N2 q  q     T

db(t)/dt = ( e(t) (5-3)2

dk (t)/dt = -( K e(t)sin(u(t) - y(t)), (5-4)p 1 N1

where the above symbols are implicitly defined in Figure 4-1. If K  > 0, (  > 0, andT   2

K K (  > 0, then e(t) ÿ 0 as t ÿ 4. This is true regardless of K , K , T , T , b(0),vco N2 1                N1  N2  q  osc

e(0), and y(0). Proof: This proof uses Lyapunov stability techniques. Although the theorem
is stated for first order PLLs, it can be extended to higher order PLLs. See [6] for more
details.

The following is a robustness result that strictly speaking has only been proven for the
linearized APLL model, which is the APLL model ignoring the sin(@) nonlinearity. It is
applicable to the original APLL model for situations where lock is maintained with high
probability.
Theorem 5-2:     For any , > 0, the compensating gain of the linearized APLL will fall
into the neighborhood (K  / K  K  ! ,, K  / K  + ,) of the desired compensatingdes  N1 vco   des  vco

gain and will remain there for an arbitrarily long but prespecified time interval with
probability greater than 1 ! ,, even if the linearized APLL is disturbed by VCO noise,
measurement noise, parasitic poles in the VCO, and parasitic poles in the measurement
dynamics, provided:
1. The input tone is phase modulated by lowpass filtered white Gaussian noise.
2. The VCO spectrum falls off sufficiently quickly.
3. The parasitic poles are at sufficiently large frequencies.
4. (  is sufficiently small.1

5. k  is constrained to lie in some preset finite (but arbitrarily large) interval.p



Proof:  The proof of algorithm robustness involves the use of averaging analysis. Basically
the APLL is shown to behave similar to its associated averaged equation, and k  in thep

averaged equation is shown to converge to a neighborhood of K  / K  K . See [6] fordes  N1 vco

more details.

One word of caution concerning the interpretation of these results. At first glance Theorem
5-1 appears to be the stronger result because it yields global error convergence for
arbitrarily large ( , whereas theorem 5-2 provides a statement of local parameter1

convergence of the linearized APLL in a strange sense. However, Theorem 5-1 only works
if there is no unmodeled noises and poles, a condition that certainly does not hold in
reality. For example, even if something as trivial as a dc-blocking capacitor is added to the
system to remove a potential dc-offset at the output of the resonant error system due to
operational amplifiers imperfections, Theorem 5-1 no longer applies. Since the techniques
used in the proof of Theorem 5-2 are much more flexible, such real world circumstances
can be taken into account, for a result which is applicable to more situations and hence
more accurately describes true APLL operation. With this in mind the above results can be
interpreted as saying that the APLL is functional provided there exists a frequency band
where neither noise nor parasitic poles have a dominant influence.

IMPLEMENTATION AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the APLL described in this paper can be used to assure constant VCO gain
in tone recovery situations where any variation in the VCO gain is intolerable. Since the
algorithm deals only with baseband frequencies, implementation of this algorithm is both
easy and inexpensive, and could be placed on an integrated circuit in either analog or
digital form. Such an implementation would still require the designer to calculate a
theoretical desired gain, but once this gain were determined (assuming the phase detector
and FVC gains are known), the PLL would essentially implement itself (no tuning
required), and keep itself tuned (no field tuning required). Figure 6-1 shows how simple
such an implementation would be.

The FVC can be implemented using inexpensive parts by first dividing the frequency
down, then using an inexpensive FVC, such as can be constructed with a 555 timer. The
most expensive item in an analog implementation of the APLL would be the four-quadrant
multipliers, whereas for a digital implementation it would be the analog-to-digital
converters. However, because the baseband frequencies being processed are typically very
low in tone recovery applications, these expenses should be minimal.



Figure 6-1: APLL Implementation
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